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Includes three times a year Audiovisual guide, previously issued as part of
Library journal.
This guide to Ezra and Nehemiah showcases the latest developments and most
up-to-date scholarship on these important texts. Ezra and Nehemiah tell the story
of the people in Yehud in the 6th and the 5th centuries BCE. This was a time of
economic hardship. The people living in and around Jerusalem were scratching
out a living in a land that had been devastated by war. It was also a time of soul
searching. Having lost their political autonomy and national identity, the people in
Yehud had to find new ways of understanding and shaping their identity. Ezra
and Nehemiah provide glimpses of these issues by way of an assortment of
narratives, lists, letters, and other types of records. The readers encounter
different voices and different opinions. Lena-Sofia Tiemeyer provides an
overview of the various texts and the topics, concerns, and disputes that they
reflect. The guide also zooms in on select key issues pertaining to the
development of the text, its historical background(s), the quest for identity, and its
afterlife in Jewish and Christian traditions.
The author shows how King Josiah's reform program to unify Israel and Judah
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around the Jerusalem temple, laid the foundation for the exilic thinkers who
rescued Judaism from the obscurity of Babylonian defeat and exile.
"Curriculum connections -- Unit tests -- Vocabulary -- Critical thinking"--Cover.
A Smart Kids Guide presents: Tremendous Trees and Brilliant Butterflies Are
your children curious about Tremendous Trees and Brilliant Butterflies? Would
they like to know what exactly a tree is? Have they learnt why the human race
depends on them or if butterflies can really taste with their feet? Inside this book,
your children will begin a journey that will satisfy their curiosity by answering
questions like these and many more! Tremendous Trees and Brilliant Butterflies
will allow your child to learn more about the wonderful world in which we live, with
a fun and engaging approach that will light a fire in their imagination. We're
raising our children in an era where attention spans are continuously decreasing.
A Smart Kids Guide provides a fun, and interactive way of keep your children
engaged and looking forward to learn, with beautiful pictures, coupled with the
amazing, fun facts. Get your kids learning today! Pick up your copy of A Smart
Kids Guide To Tremendous Trees and Brilliant Butterflies book now! Table of
Contents Chapter 1- What is a Tree? Chapter 2- What are the Oldest Trees in
the World? Chapter 3- Why are Trees so Important? Chapter 4- What is Xylem?
Chapter 5- What is the Difference Between a Conifer And a Broadleaf? Chapter
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6- How Tall is the Tallest Eucalyptus Tree on Record? Chapter 7- How Did the
Cucumber Tree Get its Name? Chapter 8- By What Other Name are Tulip Trees
Known? Chapter 9- How Many Species of Coconut Palms are There? Chapter
10- Why Did the Goddess Athena Give an Olive Tree to the People of Athens?
Chapter 11- How Tall Can Giant Redwoods Grow? Chapter 12- What Name is
the Cherry Blossom Tree Known By in Japan? Chapter 13- How Do You Tell
How Old a Tree is? Chapter 14- How Do Trees Grow? Chapter 15- What Colour
is the Bark of the Black Ash? Chapter 16- What is the Wood of the Sycamore
Used For? Chapter 17- How Many Litres of Water Can a Baobab Hold? Chapter
18- Where are Fig Trees Found Growing? Chapter 19- What is the Diameter of
the General Sherman, Giant Sequoia? Chapter 20- Why is the Douglas Fir so
Recognisable? Chapter 21- What are Butterflies? Chapter 22- What's Special
About Their Wings? Chapter 23- They Have Very Delicate Wings Chapter 24How Fast Do They Fly? Chapter 25- How are They Beneficial to the Ecosystem?
Chapter 26- They Actually Have Taste Sensors on Their Feet Chapter 27- How
Do Butterflies Lay Their Eggs? Chapter 28- What is Metamorphosis? Chapter 29The Glass-Winged Butterfly Chapter 30- The Monarch Butterfly Chapter 31- The
Giant Owl Butterfly Chapter 32- Tell Me About Butterfly Superstitions in Japan
Chapter 33- How are They Different From Moths? Chapter 34- Their Wing
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Patterns Have a Special Function Chapter 35- What is a Proboscis? Chapter 36How Long Does it Take for a Caterpillar to Become a Butterfly? Chapter 37- The
Queen Alexandra's Birdwing Butterfly Chapter 38- The Western Pygmy Blue
Butterfly Chapter 39- The Kallima Butterfly Chapter 40- They Have Been
Featured in Various Works of Art
In Mark Sullivan's Thief, Robin Monarch is a man with a complicated past and
dangerous present. He's been a soldier, a CIA agent, a freelance operative but
first and foremost, Robin Monarch is a thief of the highest order. Orphaned at
twelve, Monarch originally stole for survival, then he stole for his friends and
cohorts, now he steals to order, and to give back to the to the woman who saved
his life many years ago. With the help of his team, Monarch breaks into the
legendary Christmas party of Beau Arsenault, a shady investor and behind-thescenes player at the very highest levels of power politics. Arsenault is not above
bending or breaking the rules if there's illicit profit to be made. Monarch has
decided that those illicit profits will be better used to take care of orphans and
street kids. Using the party as cover to break into Arsenault's secret vaults,
Monarch comes away with two unexpected things. One is a bullet—he gets shot
when he's caught trying to escape with tens of millions of negotiable instruments.
The second is a lead on what might be his most audacious exploit ever. A
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previously undiscovered tribe in South America may well have the secret to the
most sought after knowledge in history—that of eternal life. And Robin Monarch
must use all his skills—as an operative, as a thief—to keep this secret from falling
into the worst possible hands.
Presenting an up-to-date discussion of the many aspects of teaching primary science, this bestselling book contains a strong focus on constructivist learning and the role of social interaction
in learning.
From the best selling author of Beneath a Scarlet Sky comes "A true juggernaut of a thriller,
pure adrenaline in print." —James Rollins Mark Sullivan's propulsive, compelling thriller. Rogue,
is one part Bourne Identity and one part Mission: Impossible. Robin Monarch was a top level
CIA operative—perhaps the best they had. Then one day, in the middle of an operation, with his
team around him in the field, Monarch walked away, leaving his old life and friends behind
without a word of explanation. Now this ex-soldier, ex-operative, and orphan with a murky past
is a thief, stealing from the super-rich. But when a complicated, high profile jewel heist goes
wrong, Monarch is led into a carefully woven trap designed to force him to complete the very
same mission he walked away from years ago. It will take all of his skills (as well as those of
the team he burned) and all of his cunning, if Monarch is to thwart the violent and deadly goals
of the very powerful cabal who will do whatever it takes to bring the very dangerous "Green
Fields" technology under their control.
Human-in-the-Loop Machine Learning lays out methods for humans and machines to work
together effectively. Summary Most machine learning systems that are deployed in the world
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today learn from human feedback. However, most machine learning courses focus almost
exclusively on the algorithms, not the human-computer interaction part of the systems. This
can leave a big knowledge gap for data scientists working in real-world machine learning,
where data scientists spend more time on data management than on building algorithms.
Human-in-the-Loop Machine Learning is a practical guide to optimizing the entire machine
learning process, including techniques for annotation, active learning, transfer learning, and
using machine learning to optimize every step of the process. Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the
technology Machine learning applications perform better with human feedback. Keeping the
right people in the loop improves the accuracy of models, reduces errors in data, lowers costs,
and helps you ship models faster. About the book Human-in-the-Loop Machine Learning lays
out methods for humans and machines to work together effectively. You’ll find best practices
on selecting sample data for human feedback, quality control for human annotations, and
designing annotation interfaces. You’ll learn to create training data for labeling, object
detection, and semantic segmentation, sequence labeling, and more. The book starts with the
basics and progresses to advanced techniques like transfer learning and self-supervision
within annotation workflows. What's inside Identifying the right training and evaluation data
Finding and managing people to annotate data Selecting annotation quality control strategies
Designing interfaces to improve accuracy and efficiency About the author Robert (Munro)
Monarch is a data scientist and engineer who has built machine learning data for companies
such as Apple, Amazon, Google, and IBM. He holds a PhD from Stanford. Robert holds a PhD
from Stanford focused on Human-in-the-Loop machine learning for healthcare and disaster
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response, and is a disaster response professional in addition to being a machine learning
professional. A worked example throughout this text is classifying disaster-related messages
from real disasters that Robert has helped respond to in the past. Table of Contents PART 1 FIRST STEPS 1 Introduction to human-in-the-loop machine learning 2 Getting started with
human-in-the-loop machine learning PART 2 - ACTIVE LEARNING 3 Uncertainty sampling 4
Diversity sampling 5 Advanced active learning 6 Applying active learning to different machine
learning tasks PART 3 - ANNOTATION 7 Working with the people annotating your data 8
Quality control for data annotation 9 Advanced data annotation and augmentation 10
Annotation quality for different machine learning tasks PART 4 - HUMAN–COMPUTER
INTERACTION FOR MACHINE LEARNING 11 Interfaces for data annotation 12 Human-in-theloop machine learning products
A study of the life of Nicholas II of Russia.
A world list of books in the English language.
From the acclaimed author of the bestselling Beneath a Scarlet Sky comes Outlaw, "A true
juggernaut . . . pure adrenaline in print . . . a Jason Bourne for the new millennium." —James
Rollins While conducting top-secret negotiations aboard a tanker in the South China Sea, the
U.S. Secretary of State and the foreign ministers of China and India are kidnapped, and the
tanker they are on is hijacked. The "Sons of Prophecy" take responsibility and issue an
ultimatum: If their demands are not met in seven days, the three will be beheaded live on the
Internet. With the presidential election in only eight days, sitting President Sands, about to
leave office, calls in former CIA operative and master thief Robin Monarch and convinces him
to save the diplomats before the threatened execution. Monarch and his counterpart, a
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mysterious Chinese agent named Song Le, embark upon a dangerous journey into the
underbelly of Southeast Asia, a world of corrupt Vietnamese Army officers, fanatical pirates,
Hong Kong triad leaders, and volatile mercenaries living around the red light districts of
Thailand. As they get closer and closer, with time quickly running out, Monarch learns that the
daring kidnapping and ransom pot diabolical plot is only a front. Behind it is another plot, one
designed to alter the outcome of the election itself, a conspiracy that reaches deep inside the
White House, back to the very people who hired Monarch in the first place.

Get a comprehensive overview on how to set up and design an effective database with
MySQL. This thoroughly updated edition covers MySQL's latest version, including its
most important aspects. Whether you're deploying an environment, troubleshooting an
issue, or engaging in disaster recovery, this practical guide provides the insights and
tools necessary to take full advantage of this powerful RDBMS. Authors Vinicius Grippa
and Sergey Kuzmichev from Percona show developers and DBAs methods for
minimizing costs and maximizing availability and performance. You'll learn how to
perform basic and advanced querying, monitoring and troubleshooting, database
management and security, backup and recovery, and tuning for improved efficiency.
This edition includes new chapters on high availability, load balancing, and using
MySQL in the cloud. Get started with MySQL and learn how to use it in production
Deploy MySQL databases on bare metal, on virtual machines, and in the cloud Design
database infrastructures Code highly efficient queries Monitor and troubleshoot MySQL
databases Execute efficient backup and restore operations Optimize database costs in
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the cloud Understand database concepts, especially those pertaining to MySQL
Describes the role of the theatre in forming Renaissance royalty's conception of itself,
especially in the cases of James I and Charles I. Bibliogs
Provides an examination of past and future e-learning approaches, and explores the
implications of applying e-learning in practice. This work is useful for those involved in
technology learning systems. It is of relevance to those involved in ICT and education
modules, and e-learning courses.
Throughout, he presents rare photographs and woodblock prints to trace the image of
the emperor from a mysterious figure secluded inside a palanquin to a grand public
personage riding in an open carriage in Western military regalia.
"An index to library and information science".
An analysis of the hierarchical tensions witnessed by the Hippolytan literature in early
third century Rome, in a period critical both for the development of Church Order and
embryonic Trinitarian orthodoxy. Tertullian's relationship with Callistus is re-assessed.

An introduction to the life cycle of monarch butterflies depicts every stage while
instructing youngsters on how to attract and raise their own butterflies, and
explains how released butterflies migrate to resume the next cycle.
This wonderful survey of the impact and outworking of God's grace in the life of
the believer will revitalize the most threadbare faith.
This text challenges some of the more pious views of Emily Dickinson. The
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author examines her background, letters and poems from a social, cultural and
historical perspective, and presents a more complex portrait of Dickinson and her
work.
LEARNING AND BEHAVIOR, Seventh Edition, is stimulating and filled with highinterest queries and examples. Based on the theme that learning is a biological
mechanism that aids survival, this book embraces a scientific approach to
behavior but is written in clear, engaging, and easy-to-understand language.
Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Smart Kids Guide presents: Hardy Herons and Brilliant Butterflies Are your
children curious about Hardy Herons and Brilliant Butterflies? Would they like to
know where herons live? Have they learnt why their necks are shaped that way
or what the giant owl butterfly looks like? Inside this book, your children will begin
a journey that will satisfy their curiosity by answering questions like these and
many more! Hardy Herons and Brilliant Butterflies will allow your child to learn
more about the wonderful world in which we live, with a fun and engaging
approach that will light a fire in their imagination. We're raising our children in an
era where attention spans are continuously decreasing. National A Smart Kids
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Guide provides a fun, and interactive way of keep your children engaged and
looking forward to learn, with beautiful pictures, coupled with the amazing, fun
facts. Get your kids learning today! Pick up your copy of A Smart Kids Guide To
Hardy Herons and Brilliant Butterflies book now! Table of Contents Introduction
Chapter 1- How Did They Get Their Name? Chapter 2- What Color are They?
Chapter 3- Why are Their Necks Shaped That Way? Chapter 4- How Do They
Hunt Their Food? Chapter 5- Do They Have Any Other Hunting Methods?
Chapter 6- How Do They Mate? Chapter 7- Are Herons Endangered? Chapter 8What Do Herons Look Like? Chapter 9- Where Do Herons Live? Chapter 10How Big are Herons? Chapter 11- Can You Tell Us More About Their Bills?
Chapter 12- What About Their Feathers? Chapter 13- What is the Largest and
the Smallest Heron? Chapter 14- What Do Herons Like to Eat? Chapter 15- Do
They Ever Use Bait? Chapter 16- Are Herons Social Birds? Chapter 17- Can You
Tell Us About the Chicks? Chapter 18- Can Herons Communicate? Chapter 19Are Herons Ever Hunted? Chapter 20- What are Butterflies? Chapter 21- How
are They Different From Moths? Chapter 22- They Have Very Delicate Wings
Chapter 23- How are They Beneficial to the Ecosystem? Chapter 24- How Long
Does it Take for a Caterpillar to Become a Butterfly? Chapter 25- The Queen
Alexandra's Birdwing Butterfly Chapter 26- The Monarch Butterfly Chapter 27Page 11/15
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Tell Me About Butterfly Superstitions in Japan Chapter 28- What's Special About
Their Wings? Chapter 29- Their Wing Patterns Have a Special Function Chapter
30- How Fast Do They Fly? Chapter 31- What is a Proboscis? Chapter 32- They
Actually Have Taste Sensors on Their Feet Chapter 33- How Do Butterflies Lay
Their Eggs? Chapter 34- What is Metamorphosis? Chapter 35- The GlassWinged Butterfly Chapter 36- The Western Pygmy Blue Butterfly Chapter 37- The
Kallima Butterfly Chapter 38- The Giant Owl Butterfly Chapter 39- They Have
Been Featured in Various Works of Art
This teacher-friendly resource addresses one of the most important critical
reading skills in the Common Core State Standards—reading across multiple
texts. As the world grows ever more complicated, students more than ever need
to become skillful at reading multiple sources, comparing, contrasting, and
integrating texts. Responding specifically to Standards 7 and 9, this guide shows
teachers how to work with students as they read, think about, critique, and
evaluate multiple texts, including narrative and informational, print, graphic, and
video, hard copy and online. The authors provide strategies for helping students
answer text-dependent questions, find evidence in a text, and scan for
information. Model lessons developed and taught by the authors and their
professional colleagues will be especially useful to teachers whether they are
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beginning or expanding their own teaching of multiple texts. “Reading Across
Multiple Texts in the Common Core Classroom, K–5 is the book for which
elementary school literacy educators have been waiting for ever since the
Common Core State Standards were released.” —From the Foreword by Robert
J. Marzano, CEO, Marzano Research Laboratory “These authors provide a
refreshingly realistic look at what it could mean to read across texts. Planning
templates and examples illustrate the potential of CCSS to vastly improve
students' text-based experiences. The combination of an extended application of
comprehension research and a clear understanding of classrooms make this
book a must read for teachers.” —Sharon Walpole, professor, School of
Education, University of Delaware
Provides information regarding the politically charged issue of succession in Bahrain, Jordan,
Kuwait, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. This book traces
the rise of ruling families and outlines key constitutional developments. It also discusses
potential contenders to power.
"Erin Mour traces a womans poetic trajectory through the instability of any search and any
procedure. Everything touched upon is called into question as Mour explores the limits of our
notions of language, and plays with the power of words to convey meaning or intelligibility, as
well as their fallibility."
Many of the silky-haired seeds being released from the splitting pod of a milkweed shown on
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the cover were presumably blown away and eventually germinated, probably in a grassy area.
There are about 120 species of milkweed (Asclepias), all known for the milky latex they
produce, and for being host plants to the caterpillars of monarch butterflies. Other insects,
birds, and animals tend to shun milkweeds because the latex is bitter, but Native Americans
used infusions of roots for at least 1,000 years to treat respiratory ailments and fevers. In the
past, similar root infusions were also widely used in American medicine as an expectorant, and
to treat cancers. The flowers, as shown in the Chapter 23 opener, are elegant. Book jacket.
The Famous People in Hawaii Photo Pack includes 12 photos or pictures. The photo packs are
perfect for: ¥ Writing Projects ¥ Biography Projects ¥ Graphic Timelines ¥ Bulletin Boards ¥
State Studies ¥ Learning Centers ¥ Classroom Decoration ¥ And More! The 12 Famous
People in the Hawaii Photo Pack are: ¥ CAPTAIN JAMES COOK, British Explorer and Captain
in the Royal Navy ¥ KING KAMEHAMEHA I, Established the Kingdom of Hawaii ¥ JOHN L.
STEVENS, U.S. Minister to the Kingdom of Hawaii ¥ KING DAVID KALAKAUA, King Known as
the ÒMerrie MonarchÓ ¥ QUEEN LILIUOKALANI, Last Monarch of the Kingdom of Hawaii ¥
FATHER DAMIEN, Roman Catholic Priest and Missionary ¥ SANFORD B. DOLE, First
Governor of the Territory of Hawaii ¥ ROBERT WILCOX, Revolutionary Soldier and Politician ¥
LORRIN A. THURSTON, Lawyer, Politician, and Businessman ¥ JAMES DOLE, Developed
the Pineapple Industry in Hawaii ¥ DANIEL INOUYE, U.S. Senator and WWII Medal of Honor
Winner ¥ ELISON ONIZUKA, NASA Astronaut This FREE Online Teacher's Guide for State
Photo Packs is 9 pages. The TeacherÕs Guide provides ideas for two basic ways to use the
photo packs: Classroom Display and Learning Activities. Click HERE to download the FREE
Online Teacher's Guide for State Photo Packs.
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